DESCRIPTION:

The JP-8Z is a distribution adaptor for the JP Series. The adaptor is utilized when homerun wiring is desired. The JP-4MED master station and each JP-4HD sub master station will connect to this adaptor using CAT-5e/CAT-6 cable. The JP-8Z can surface mount using the mounting holes or with the W-DIN11 mounting rail. One or two PS-2420UL power supplies are used, depending on how many sub master stations are connected.

JP-8Z FEATURES:

- Homerun up to 7 sub monitors
- 165' wiring distance to each JP-4HD
- Compatible with JP Series and JM Series

SPECIFICATIONS:

- Power Source: 24V DC - use PS-2420UL (1 per 4 JP-4HD)
- Wire Type: CAT-5e / CAT-6 for stations, 18AWG 2 conductor for power
- Mounting: Surface wall mount or DIN rail (W-DIN11)
- Temperature: 32-104°F (0-40°C)
- Dimensions: 4-5/16” H x 4-7/8” W x 2-7/16” D
- Weight: Approx. 0.46 lbs (210g)